Project Identity
Your mission: Research how people with social identities different than
yours (race, gender, religion, age, socioeconomic class, etc.) sometimes
experience events differently in their daily lives. Find a negative experience
someone has had because of their identity that particularly speaks to you.
Plan an artwork using comic illustration to reflect on their experience in a
productive way.

do you want to make a political comic to change people’s minds?
do you want to illustrate the real vs. ideal “day in their life”?

do you want to show a day in your life vs. the same day in theirs?
THE CHOICE IS YOURS.
YOUR PROCESS:
1.

READ AND ANALYZE THE ABSOLUTELY TRUE DIARY OF A PART-TIME INDIAN BY

SHERMAN ALEXIE.
2.

Participate in several class activities to expand your understanding of different identities and how
people face difficulty in their daily lives.

3.

Research how people with different identities might experience daily events differently.

4. Learn about comic art from Ellen Forney’s interview and guest speaker: illustrator Garrett Byers.
5. Propose and plan a comic artwork. Once it is approved, draft and complete the artwork.
6. Reflect and Share with your classmates!

Assessment: This is a 50-point project (see rubric for details). You will be assessed on your thoughtful
communication of ideas about identity, your research (depth and organization), your use of the comic art
skills Garrett taught us, and your in-class work ethic.
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(1213 points)
The student created a thoughtful
proposal, product, and reflection. All
three components of his or her project
show a deep understanding of how
social identity can affect one’s daily
life. The student demonstrated
empathy for others through their work.

(11 points)
The student created a
thoughtful proposal, product,
and reflection. All three
components of his or her
project show an
understanding of and concern
for how social identity can
affect one’s daily life.

(10 points)
The student created a proposal,
product, and reflection, but might
have needed assistance in doing so
at many steps along the way. The
components of his or her project may
not demonstrate a firm understanding
of and/or concern for how social
identity can affect one’s daily life.

The student immersed him or herself
in research, organizing their findings
thoughtfully. He or she went above and
beyond to understand how other
people’s daily lives might be different.
The student’s work was exceptionally
creative, neat, and reflected the
student’s engagement with Garrett
Byer’s presentation and Ellen
Forney’s interview. The student
immersed him or herself in comic art.

The student completed an
appropriate amount of
research and organized their
findings.

The student completed an
appropriate amount of research, but
might have struggled to organize the
findings in a way that was effective.

(09 points)
Some components of the project
might be missing, the student
may not have demonstrated an
understanding of how social
identity can affect one’s daily life,
or the student may have needed
to be led through every step of
the process with heavy
assistance.
The student did not complete an
appropriate amount of research
and/or did not organize findings
appropriately.

The student’s work was
creative, neat, and reflected
the student’s engagement
with Garrett Byer’s
presentation and Ellen
Forney’s interview.

The student was driven and
responsible for his or her own learning
in class. The teacher was used to
facilitate and not as a dictionary or
idea machine. The student worked
diligently to meet expectations.

The student was responsible
for his or her own learning in
class. The teacher was used
to facilitate the work. The
student worked to meet
expectations.

The student’s work may have been
simple and concrete. It may have
lacked some neatness or not entirely
reflected engagement with Garrett
Byer’s presentation and Ellen
Forney’s interview.
The student tried to be responsible
for his or her own learning in class,
but may have used the teacher
heavily for assistance in lieu of using
readily available resources (e.g. “How
do you spell…?”). The student might
have had trouble meeting
expectations for timing and
organization.

The student’s work may have
been unoriginal or very messy.
The student may not have
demonstrated any engagement
with Garrett Byer’s presentation
or Ellen Forney’s interview.
The student was not a selfstarter
and relied almost entirely on the
teacher for prompting at each
step. The student may not have
met deadlines, may have lost
portions of the project, or may
have been unable to complete the
project independently.

